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Accomplishments
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Problem Statement
Decrease burn-in cost, maximize yield and retain reliability

Research Objective
Assess early failure risk of statistical outliers in sort data

Sort Test Modeling of Early Failures
The project met the challenge of burn-in reduction and quality retention by assembling meta-variables from sort-test parametric response. Supervised learning screened and combined the meta-variables. Classification and Regression Trees (CART), Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) were used.

General Approach
Create and evaluate candidate meta-variables in 3 steps
  • Training: Per chip sort-test and post-burn-in data were combined and analyzed with CART, CCA, or PCA to create meta-variables
  • Optimization: A second combined dataset is created to improve the new meta-variables accuracy in predicting burn-in failure. Steps 1 & 2 define supervised learning because the burn-in result is known
  • Generalization: Per chip sort-test data only is analyzed with Step 2 meta-variables to predict burn-in fails data. With only sort-test data the step assess the viability of a set of meta-variables in production

CART Burn-In Reduction Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Burn-In</th>
<th>Original tree</th>
<th>Pruned tree</th>
<th>CART Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Validation results in table above shows a pruned tree decreases the misclassification rate.
- Pruned trees predict 80% burn-in fails and reduces parts requiring burn-in by 2/3
- Pruned tree has highest ability to predict burn-in fails
- Bar chart below shows 10 out of 15 top burn-in predictors are IDDQ
- Frequency measurements used 4 of 5 times at the tree root
- Trees with both IDDQ and frequency classify early fails with fewer burn-in passes lost through misclassification
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